
Our award-winning rugged folding buggy base frame is perfect for taking on off-road 
terrain, where conventional urban strollers would struggle. 

It broadens families’ lifestyle possibilities by providing an appropriate interchangeable 
frame for outdoor activities, ideal for country living, rambling and camping trips. It is 
light and easy to manage at only 13kg and folds compactly flat for easy storage and 
transportation in your vehicle.

The base frame can be paired with our Madiba or Madiba2Go seating systems or set up 
to accommodate a wide range of alternative seating system brands. 
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Our most adaptable mobility base option is 
fitted with removable 20” wheels providing 
a smooth stable ride. The simple durable 
frame design allows for modifications to 
be made to match the requirements of the 
most advanced posture support seating 
needs, from young children to adults.

This base works with our Madiba buggy 
seating system to provide a customisable 
full body posture support solution for complex 
requirements.

With chunky rear wheels this strong rigid 
buggy base frame is ideal for tackling the 
most challenging rural off-road terrain. It’s 
low-cost simple design enables ease of 
maintenance and repair out in the field.

This mobility base works with our Madiba 
buggy seating system to provide a durable 
full-body posture support solution.
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